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We present a new method for constructing operators in loop quantum gravity. The construc-
tion is an application of the general idea of “coherent state quantization”, which allows one
to associate a unique quantum operator to every function on a classical phase space. Using
the heat kernel coherent states of Hall and Thiemann, we show how to construct operators
corresponding to functions depending on holonomies and fluxes associated to a fixed graph.
We construct the coherent state versions of the fundamental holonomy and flux operators,
as well as the basic geometric operators of area, angle and volume. Our calculations show
that the corresponding canonical operators are recovered from the coherent state operators
in the limit of large spins.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coherent states are used in virtually every area of quantum physics, due to their impor-
tance in relation to the classical limit of quantum theories [1–3]. A minimum requirement
for a family of coherent states, independent of the system studied, is that each state is la-
belled by a point in the phase space of the theory: the interpretation is that such quantum
state represents the closest approximation to the classical state corresponding to the phase
space point. Loop quantum gravity (LQG) [4–6] is not an exception to this principle: var-
ious proposals exist to represent (discrete) classical geometries in terms of quantum states
in the kinematical Hilbert space of the theory.
The basic idea behind these constructions comes from the weave states introduced in
[7], where the authors built classical geometries using quantum states based on fixed graph
structures dense enough to reproduce classical values for the intrinsic 3-geometries. Those
states, using heat kernel techniques for compact groups [8], were generalized [9–14] and
extensively studied [15–18]. See also [19] for similar states with improved peakedness
properties.
However, the search for “good coherent states” is still far from complete in LQG, the
main issue being that the known proposals are limited to a fixed graph: the coherent states
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2usually considered in LQG cannot be projected to cylindrical functions in the complete
Hilbert space. If we naively take a linear combination of such fixed-graph coherent states
on the label-set of graphs, we soon discover that there is no damping factor fast enough to
make the norm of the state finite. This problem is of course due to the non-separability
of the kinematical Hilbert space, and might be solved at the physical level. However,
a definition of coherent states even at the diffeomorphism invariant level is still missing,
though proposals exist [20] and preliminary studies on collective variables appeared [21],
and a new program to deal with coherent states in the context of a Born-Oppenheimer
approximation has been settled [22–24]. For most present purposes, however, the fixed-
graph coherent states seem to work fine. In particular, such coherent states have been
shown to be peaked on areas and volumes corresponding to those of classical polyhedra
[10, 11, 18], at least in the large-j limit.
In this work we want to explore a different application of coherent states, which does not
concern their usage as quantum states representing semiclassical geometries, but rather the
construction of new operators on the kinematical Hilbert space of LQG. More specifically,
given a certain graph, one can generalize the resolution of identity satisfied by coherent
states to define operators on the Hilbert space of to such graph. This construction of oper-
ators via coherent states has been already considered in the context of quantum mechanics
[25, 26] and quantum cosmology [27, 28], and is usually referred to as “coherent state
quantization”. We think that this name might give rise to confusion, as it suggests that
the quantization is different than the standard one. It should be instead underlined that
the Hilbert space of the theory remains untouched: one simply has a different (and non-
canonical) way of associating an operator to a given phase space function. For this reason,
we prefer to the expression “coherent states quantization” the more proper “coherent state
operators”.
The reasons to consider coherent state operators as opposed to canonical operators (that
is, operators obtained by writing the classical function in terms of fundamental variables
and then “putting the hats”) are many:
• The correspondence between phase space function and coherent state operator is
unique (no ordering ambiguities).
• The coherent state operator corresponding to a real positive function is automatically
symmetric and positive-definite.
• By construction, coherent state operators have a good semiclassical limit: let Af be
the coherent state operator associated to phase space function f ; then, taking the
expectation value of Af on the coherent state peaked on phase space point (q, p)
produces f(q, p) plus a correction of order ~.
There is a major difference between coherent state operators and canonical ones: coherent
state operators in general do not represent the classical Poisson algebra. Indeed, if Aq
3and Ap denote the coherent state operators associated to the fundamental phase space
variables (position q and momentum p), then it is not true that [Aq, Ap] = i~. While this
might seem a drawback, we remind the reader that even the canonical operators realize the
Poisson algebra only to some extent: in fact, it is not true in general that [f(qˆ, pˆ), g(qˆ, pˆ)] =
i~ ̂{f(q, p), g(q, p)}. Given this observation, we do not regard as a weakness the fact that
coherent state operators forget completely about Poisson algebra, in favor of a more unique
construction and clearer semiclassical interpretation.
This work is a study of coherent state operators in the context of LQG, accounting for
general properties and providing a systematic set of examples. Specifically, the structure
of the paper is the following. In Section II we recall the definition and properties of
SU(2) coherent states on a fixed graph. In Section III the general construction of coherent
state operators is presented. This construction is specialized to LQG in Section IV, where
the coherent state operators counterparts of holonomy, flux, angle, area and volume are
constructed and studied. The “new” holonomy-flux algebra is explicitly computed, to
show that indeed it does not coincide with the classical one. We conclude in Section V
with closing remarks and outlooks.
II. COHERENT STATES ON SU(2)
Coherent states adapted to a fixed graph are realized starting from coherent states on
a single copy of the group SU(2). In this case, the configuration space is SU(2) itself,
and hence the phase space is given by Γ = T ∗SU(2) ' SU(2) × su2. This space is
isomorphic to SL(2,C), and as such each phase space point can be represented by an
element h ∈ SL(2,C). There are two particularly natural representations for a given h,
which we call the left- and the right-representation:
h = get~p·~σ/2 and h = et~p
′·~σ/2g (1)
where g ∈ SU(2) and ξ = −it~p ·~σ/2 is an element of su2 (expressed in terms of ~p ∈ R3 and
Pauli matrices ~σ), and t is a parameter which will be related to the semiclassical properties
of the coherent state. Note that the variables ~p and ~p ′ defined by the two decompositions
are related by
~p ′ · ~σ = g(~p · ~σ)g−1. (2)
The two equivalent expressions (1) make explicit the relation between (g, ~p) ∈ Γ and
h ∈ SL(2,C).
The Hilbert space of this system is
H = L2(SU(2), dµH) (3)
4where dµH is the Haar measure on SU(2). A useful basis for this space is the spin-network
basis, whose elements will be denoted by |j,m, n〉. Here, j = 0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, ... labels the
irreducible representations of SU(2), while m and n are “magnetic indices” taking values
from −j to +j in integer steps. As a function in H, a spin-network is given by Wigner
matrices:1
〈g|j,m, n〉 = √djD(j)mn(g) (4)
where dj = 2j + 1 is the dimension of the j-irrep and the bar means complex conjugation.
In this Hilbert space we have a representation of the fundamental operators corresponding
to the classical phase space variables:
• The holonomy operator, which acts by multiplication:(
Dˆ(j)mnΨ
)
(g) = D(j)mn(g)Ψ(g) (5)
• The flux operator, which acts by left-invariant or right-invariant derivation:(
LˆiΨ
)
(g) = lim
→0
d
d
Ψ(ge−iσ
i/2)
(
RˆiΨ
)
(g) = lim
→0
d
d
Ψ(eiσ
i/2g) (6)
In particular, on the spin-network basis these operators have the following matrix elements:
〈j1,m1, n1|Dˆ(j)mn|j2,m2, n2〉 =
√
dj1
dj2
Cj1jj2m1mm2C
j1jj2
n1nn2 , (7)
where Cj1jj2m1mm2 denotes the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient (commonly also written as
〈j1m1jm|j2m2〉), and
〈j1,m1, n1|Lˆi|j2,m2, n2〉 = i
2
δj1j2δm1m2
(j1)σin2n1 , (8)
〈j1,m1, n1|Rˆi|j2,m2, n2〉 = − i
2
δj1j2
(j1)σim2m1δn1n2 , (9)
where (j)σimn are the standard Hermitian generators of SU(2) in the spin-j representation.
1 In the paper we use only lower magnetic indices for typographical reasons. In particular, when we write
D
(j)
mn, the index m should really be up. For this reason, we will be adopting summation convention over
repeated magnetic indices, irrespective of their position.
5A. Coherent states: Definition and semiclassical properties
Each member of a coherent state family must be labeled by a point in phase space,
(g0, ~p0) ∈ Γ. The SU(2) coherent states considered in this paper will thus be denoted
|g0, ~p0〉. The wave function of the state in the group representation is given by
ψt(g0,~p0)(g) ≡ 〈g|g0, ~p0〉 =
∑
j
dje
−tλj/2χ(j)(g0et~p0·~σ/2g−1) (10)
where λj := j(j + 1) and χ
(j)(g) := TrD(j)(g), and t parametrizes the spread of the state
ψt(g0,~p0). In Eq. (10) we have chosen to decompose h in the left-representation h = g0e
t~p0·~σ/2.
The components of this state in the spin-network basis are
ψ˜t(g0,~p0)(j,m, n) ≡ 〈j,m, n|g0, ~p0〉 =
√
dje
−tλj/2D(j)mn(g0e
t~p0·~σ/2). (11)
At this point one can prove various semiclassical properties of ψt(g0,~p0) (see [9–11] for a
complete account). In particular,
• ∣∣ψt(g0,~p0)(g)∣∣2 is peaked on g = g0. The width of the peak is controlled by the
parameter t, and the peak becomes sharp when t 1.
• ∣∣ψ˜t(g0,~p0)(j,m, n)∣∣2 is peaked on j ' |~p0|, m ' (p′0)z, n ' (p0)z, where ~p and ~p ′ refer
to the left- and right-decompositions of the SL(2,C) element h. If the value of t is
fixed2, then the peak in ”momentum space” is sharp when |~p0|  1/
√
t.
These results justify the statement that the state |g0, ~p0〉 is peaked on the classical phase
space point (g0, ~p0), and for this reason is be said to be semiclassical.
B. Resolution of identity
As far as the present work is concerned, the most important property that coherent
states {|g, ~p〉} satisfy is that they form a (overcomplete) basis for the Hilbert space H.
This is neatly expressed by the resolution of identity operator, i.e.
I =
ˆ
Γ
dµ(g, ~p)|g, ~p〉〈g, ~p| (12)
for some measure dµ. The measure which does the job is given explicitly by Eq. (4.82) in
[10]:
dµ(g, ~p) = dν(~p) dµH(g) = e
−t/4
(
t
pi
)3/2 sinh tp
tp
e−tp
2
d3p dµH(g) (13)
2 Say, by the requirement that the coherent state is well peaked on the group element.
6where p := |~p|. The proof of (12) is based on Schur’s lemma, a generalization of which is
provided by Eq. (A35) in appendix A.
C. Behavior under gauge transformations
For later use, let us establish how the coherent states |g0, ~p0〉 transform under local
gauge transformations of the holonomy. Under such a transformation, which is described
by a function a(x) ∈ SU(2), the holonomy itself transforms as
gl → atgla−1s , (14)
where at and as denote a(x) evaluated at the target and the source of the link l. Using
this in the expression (10) for the wave function of the coherent state, one finds that the
state expressed in the left-representation transforms as
|g0, ~p0〉 → |a−1t g0as, R(a−1s )~p0〉, (15)
where R(a) is the R3 rotation matrix associated with the element a ∈ SU(2), defined by
the relation a(piσi)a
−1 ≡ R(a)ijpj . For the state in the right-representation, one similarly
has
|g0, ~p ′0〉 → |a−1t g0as, R(a−1t )~p ′0〉. (16)
Thus we find that, while the coherent state |g0, ~p0〉 is not gauge invariant, it transforms
under a gauge transformation into a coherent state of the same form but peaked on a
transformed phase space point.
D. Relation to classical variables
The labels g0 and ~p0, which parametrize the coherent state |g0, ~p0〉, have a straightfor-
ward interpretation in terms of the classical variables on which loop quantum gravity is
based. The group element g0 is clearly to be identified with the holonomy of the Ashtekar–
Barbero connection along the link l,
hl[A] = P exp
(
−
ˆ
l
A
)
. (17)
The conjugate variable is the flux of the densitized triad Eai (x) through a surface dual to
the link. To make the correspondence with ~p0 and ~p
′
0 precise, one has to associate two such
variables to the link, which is naturally done using the parallel transported flux variable,
E[p](S) =
ˆ
S
d2σ na(σ)hp←σEa(σ)hσ←p. (18)
7Here na(σ) is a normal vector of the surface, E
a(σ) is the su(2)-valued object Ea(σ) =
Eai (σ)τ
i, and p denotes a point on the link l. The holonomy hσ←p transports from the
point p to a point σ along a path which follows the link up to the point where the link
intersects the surface, and from there goes to σ along the surface (e.g. along a straight line
in the coordinates chosen on the surface). Choosing the point p as the source or the target
of the link, one obtains two flux variables, which are related by
E[t(l)] = hlE
[s(l)]h−1l . (19)
Comparison with Eq. (2) now makes it clear that ~p and ~p ′ correspond respectively to
E[s(l)] and E[t(l)]. Note also that under a gauge transformation, the variables (17) and (18)
transform as
hl → at(l)hla−1s(l) (20)
E[s(l)] → asE[s(l)]a−1s (21)
E[t(l)] → atE[t(l)]a−1t (22)
which is consistent with the transformation of g0, ~p0 and ~p
′
0 given in Eqs. (15) and (16).
E. Coherent states on a fixed graph
Up to now we only considered coherent states on a single copy of SU(2), i.e., corre-
sponding to a single link in a graph. The generalization of coherent states to a graph Γ
with L links is straightforward, at least at the gauge-variant level. Indeed, the Hilbert
space associated to such a graph is simply
H =
L⊗
l=1
L2(SU(2), dµH) = L2(SU(2)
L, dµH) (23)
where by dµH we really understand
∏L
l=1 dµH , with no risk of confusion if the argument of
the measure is given. On this Hilbert space, one simply defines coherent states as the prod-
uct of single-link coherent states: in particular, in the group and algebra representations
we have
ψt
({gl0},{~p l0})(g1, . . . , gL) ≡ 〈g1, . . . , gL|g
1
0, ~p
1
0; . . . ; g
L
0 , ~p
L
0 〉 =
∏
l
∑
jl
djle
−tλjl/2χ(jl)(gl0e
t~p l0·~σ/2g−1l )
(24)
and
|g10, ~p10; . . . ; gL0 , ~pL0 〉 ≡ |{gl0}, {~p l0}〉 =
∏
l
∑
jl,ml,nl
√
djle
−tλjl/2D(jl)mlnl(g
l
0e
t~p l0·~σ/2)|jl,ml, nl〉
(25)
8respectively.
The states |{gl0}, {~p l0}〉 are not gauge-invariant. To obtain from them a family of gauge-
invariant coherent states, one must consider the node structure of the graph Γ, and perform
a group averaging at each of the N nodes:
Ψt
Γ,{gl0},{~p l0}(g1, . . . , gL) =
ˆ
SU(2)N
dµH(g˜1)...dµH(g˜N ) ψ
t
({gl0},{~p l0})(g˜
−1
t(1)g1g˜s(1), . . . , g˜
−1
t(L)gLg˜s(L))
(26)
where we denote by s(l) and t(l) the source and the target nodes of the link l. The definition
(26) can be expanded to obtain
Ψt
Γ,{gl0},{~p l0}(g1, . . . , gL) =
(∏
l
∑
jl
djle
−tλjl/2D(jl)mlnl(g
l
0e
t~p l0·~σ/2)D(jl)µlνl(gl)
)
×
ˆ
SU(2)N
dµH(g˜1)...dµH(g˜N )
(∏
l
D(jl)µlnl(g˜t(l))D
(jl)
nlνl
(g˜−1s(l))
)
. (27)
Here, as well as in the remainder of the article, summation over repeated indices is under-
stood.
In Eq. (27) the multiple group integral is effectively a projector onto the intertwiner
space of the graph, and can be expressed in terms of intertwiners compatible with the
structure of the graph; schematically, it has the form
∑
ι |ι〉〈ι|. As the result, we find that
the gauge invariant coherent state can be written in the form
Ψt
Γ,{gl0},{~p l0}(g1, . . . , gL)
=
∑
jl,ιn
e−t(λj1+···+λjL )/2 ΦΓ,{jl},{ιn}(g
1
0e
t~p 10 ·~σ/2, . . . , gL0 et~p
L
0 ·~σ/2) ΦΓ,{jl},{ιn}(g1, . . . , gL), (28)
where we have introduced the notation
ΦΓ,{jl},{ιn}(g1, . . . , gL) =
(∏
n
ιn
)n1···nL
m1···mL
(∏
l
√
djlD
(jl)
mlnl(gl)
)
(29)
for a standard spin network state defined on the graph.
III. COHERENT STATE OPERATORS: GENERAL DISCUSSION
A. Construction of the operators
We already spoke about coherent state operators, i.e., operators “built” from a given
family of coherent states. It is now time that we show how this is done. The idea is based
9on the resolution of identity (12), that any family of coherent states must satisfy. Given
any function f(g, ~p) on the classical phase space associated with a single link, one can
construct an operator by inserting f(g, ~p) inside the integral in Eq. (12), thus obtaining
the operator
f −→ Aˆf :=
ˆ
dµ(g, p) f(g, ~p) |g, ~p〉〈g, ~p|. (30)
This procedure uniquely associates an operator on the single-link Hilbert space (3) to any
phase space function f .
It is straightforward to generalize the construction to obtain operators acting on the
Hilbert space (23) belonging to a given graph. To any function f
({gl}, {~pl}) on the phase
space Γ ≈ SU(2)L × R3L, one associates the operator
f −→ Aˆf =
ˆ
Γ
dµ(g1, ~p1) · · · dµ(gL, ~pL) f
({gl}, {~pl}) |{gl}, {~pl}〉〈{gl}, {~pl}|. (31)
Here
{|{gl}, {~pl}〉} can be any set of coherent states that resolve the identity on the Hilbert
space of the graph. In this work we will focus on operators that are obtained by choosing
the state |{gl}, {~pl}〉 as the simple (gauge-variant) tensor product of single-link coherent
states given in Eqs. (24) and (25). On the one hand, the primary reason for making this
choice is that it is the simplest one available; however, on the other hand one does not seem
to gain much from carrying out the construction of operators using gauge invariant states
instead. Specifically, one might fear that the following problems could arise as a result of
our choice of non-gauge invariant states:
• It might be difficult to obtain gauge invariant operators, if one is constructing them
using states which are not gauge invariant.
• By using two different families (that is, gauge invariant vs. non-gauge invariant
coherent states), one might associate two different operators to the same classical
function.
The first concern is answered in the next section, where we present a general analysis of
the gauge invariance of coherent state operators. It turns out that the prescription (31)
results in a gauge invariant operator whenever the function f({gl}, {~pl}) is invariant under
the corresponding transformation of its arguments. As for the second concern, while one
should not necessarily expect different families of coherent states to produce the same
operator, we actually find that repeating the construction with gauge invariant coherent
states in Eq. (31) does not actually change anything: the action of the resulting operator
on gauge invariant states will be identical to that of the operator obtained from non-gauge
invariant states. The proof of this statement is given in Appendix C.
At this point we need to make a technical remark concerning the relation between the
orientation of the graph and the variables ~p and ~p ′. The classical interpretation of these
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variables indicates that ~p belongs to the source of its associated link, and ~p ′ belongs to the
target. This distinction is respected by the construction (31), in the sense that whenever
one writes a ~p in the classical function f
({gl}, {~pl}), the resulting operator will act at the
source of the corresponding link, whereas by writing a ~p ′ for the same link, the resulting
operator will act at the target of the link. This needs to be taken into account whenever
one wants an operator which acts on the nodes of a spin network (such as the volume
operator); in order to obtain such an operator, one has to write a ~p in the function f for
each link going out of the node, and a ~p ′ for each link going into the node.
B. Gauge invariance of coherent state operators
With the help of Eqs. (15) and (16), it is straightforward to discuss the behaviour of
the operator Aˆf of Eq. (31) under gauge transformations. In the general case, where each
link may be associated either with a ~p or with a ~p ′, it is convenient to separate the two
kinds of momentum variables, writing the operator as
Aˆf =
ˆ
dµ(g1, ~p1) · · · dµ(gL, ~pL) f
({gl}, {~pl}, {~p ′l }) |{gl}, {~pl}, {~p ′l }〉〈{gl}, {~pl}, {~p ′l }|, (32)
with the understanding that in the measure each ~pl stands for either ~pl or ~p
′
l . If we denote
by Uˆ(a) the operator of gauge transformations, it follows from Eqs. (15) and (16) that
Uˆ(a)|{gl}, {~pl}, {~p ′l }〉 = |{a−1t(l)glas(l)}, {R(a−1s(l))~pl}, {R(a−1t(l))~p ′l }〉. (33)
Therefore we have
Uˆ(a)Aˆf Uˆ(a)
−1 =
ˆ
dµ(g1, ~p1) · · · dµ(gL, ~pL)
× f({at(l)gla−1s(l)}, {R(as(l))~pl}, {R(at(l))~p ′l }) |{gl}, {~pl}, {~p ′l }〉〈{gl}, {~pl}, {~p ′l }|,
(34)
where we have used the left and right invariance of the Haar measure dµH , and the rota-
tional invariance of the measure dν to move the effect of the gauge transformations from
the states to the function f .
From Eq. (34) it is clear that it is possible for the operator Aˆf to be gauge invariant,
and the condition for its gauge invariance is that the function f is invariant under the
corresponding transformation induced on its arguments. In particular, if the function f
depends only on the ~p -variables associated to a single node n – which is the case for
operators such as the angle operator and the volume operator – the condition for gauge
invariance reads
f
({R(an)~pl}) = f({~pl}), (35)
i.e., that the function f is invariant under a common rotation of all its arguments.
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C. Operators corresponding to positive phase space functions
Another general property of the operator (31), which we will now establish, is the
following: Suppose the function f is strictly positive, f
({gl}, {~pl}) > 0, everywhere except
possibly in a set of measure zero with respect to the measure dµ(g1, ~p1) · · · dµ(gL, ~pL).
Then all eigenvalues of Aˆf (corresponding to proper, i.e. non-distributional eigenstates)
are strictly positive, and the eigenvalue zero will not appear in the spectrum of the operator.
To prove this statement, suppose that |λ〉 is a (proper, normalized) eigenstate of Aˆf
with eigenvalue λ. Then the eigenvalue can be expressed as
λ = 〈λ|Aˆf |λ〉 =
ˆ
dµ(g1, ~p1) · · · dµ(gL, ~pL) f
({gl}, {~pl}) ∣∣〈{gl}, {~pl}|λ〉∣∣2. (36)
This shows that λ is manifestly non-negative. If the set where f
({gl}, {~pl}) ≤ 0 is of
measure zero, then λ can be equal to zero only if the set where 〈{gl}, {~pl}|λ〉 6= 0 is also of
measure zero. However, if |λ〉 is a proper, non-distributional state, its projections on the
basis states |{gl}, {~pl}〉 have finite values. This, together with the condition
ˆ
dµ(g1, ~p1) · · · dµ(gL, ~pL)
∣∣〈{gl}, {~pl}|λ〉∣∣2 = 1, (37)
is enough to ensure that the set where 〈{gl}, {~pl}|λ〉 6= 0 has positive measure. This implies
that the integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (36) is strictly positive.
IV. COHERENT STATE OPERATORS: EXAMPLES
A. Holonomy operator
The coherent state operator corresponding to the holonomy is constructed by taking
the Wigner matrix D
(j)
mn(g) as the function f(g, p). In this way we obtain the operator
Aˆ
D
(j)
mn
=
ˆ
dµ(g, p)D(j)mn(g) |g, ~p〉〈g, ~p|, (38)
which acts on the Hilbert space (3) of a single link. In order to understand the action of
this operator, we compute its matrix elements between two states of the basis {|j,m, n〉}.
To begin, we recall the expression (11) for the coherent states, and obtain
〈j1,m1, n1|AˆD(j)mn |j2,m2, n2〉 =
√
dj1dj2e
−t(λj1+λj2 )/2
ˆ
dµH(g)D
(j1)
m1µ1(g)D
(j)
mn(g)D
(j2)
m2µ2(g)
×
ˆ
dν(~p)D(j1)µ1n1(e
t~p·~σ/2)D(j2)µ2n2(et~p·~σ/2), (39)
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Here the integral over the group gives (1/dj2)C
j1jj2
m1mm2C
j1jj2
n1nn2 , while the integral over ~p can
be evaluated by coupling the two D-matrices by means of the relation (B5), and then using
Eq. (A36) to compute the integral
ˆ
dν(~p)D(k)mn(e
t~p·~σ/2) = δmn
1
dk
ˆ
dν(~p)χ(k)(et~p·~σ/2)
= δmn
1
dk
et(λk/4−1/8)
(
dk cosh
dkt
8
+ sinh
dkt
8
)
. (40)
In this way we get
〈j1,m1, n1|AˆD(j)mn |j2,m2, n2〉 = C
j1jj2
m1mm2
∑
k
1
dk
Bt(k)e
t(λk−2λj1−2λj2 )/4Cj1j2kn1ν1µ2C
j1j2k
µ1n2µ2C
j1jj2
µ1nν1 ,
(41)
where
Bt(k) = e
−t/8
(
dk cosh
dkt
8
+ sinh
dkt
8
)
. (42)
To complete the calculation, we need to evaluate the contraction of three Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients, which is conveniently done using graphical techniques; see Appendix A and in
particular Eqs. (A19), (A29) and (A22). As the result, we find
〈j1,m1, n1|AˆD(j)mn |j2,m2, n2〉 =
√
dj1
dj2
Cj1jj2m1mm2C
j1jj2
n1nn2
∑
k
(−1)2kBt(k)et(λk−2λj1−2λj2 )/4
{
j1 j2 j
j1 j2 k
}
= Ht(j1, j2, j)〈j1,m1, n1|Dˆ(j)mn|j2,m2, n2〉, (43)
where we have recognized the matrix element of the canonical holonomy operator, given
in Eq. (7), and denoted the multiplicative factor as
Ht(j1, j2, j) =
∑
k
(−1)2ket(λk/4−λj1/2−λj2/2−1/8)
(
dk cosh
dkt
8
+ sinh
dkt
8
){
j1 j2 j
j1 j2 k
}
.
(44)
The matrix elements of coherent state holonomy operator differ from those of the canonical
operator by this factor. However, in the limit t→ 0 the factor Ht(j1, j2, j) reduces to
Ht=0(j1, j2, j) =
∑
k
dk(−1)2k
{
j1 j2 j
j1 j2 k
}
= 1, (45)
where we evaluated the sum by setting l = 0 in Eq. (A24) and using the explicit expression
(A25) for a 6j-symbol with one argument equal to zero. Hence the canonical holonomy
operator is recovered from the coherent state operator in the limit where the coherent
states become sharply peaked in the group element.
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B. Left- and right-invariant vector fields
A natural candidate for the function f which gives rise to the left-invariant vector
field operator is the variable ~p, which arises from the decomposition h = get~p·~σ/2, and
which evidently is invariant under left multiplication by SU(2). Indeed, the coherent state
operator corresponding to the left-invariant vector field is
Aˆpi = −i
ˆ
dµ(g, p) pi|g, ~p〉〈g, ~p|. (46)
We again study the action of this operator by computing its matrix elements in the spin
network basis. To start the calculation, we need to express pi in terms of objects compatible
with recoupling theory. This is achieved by writing
pi =
|~p|
2 sinh t|~p| Tr
(
σiet~p·~σ
)
. (47)
Then, using again Eq. (11) for the coherent states in the spin network basis, we obtain
〈j1,m1, n1|Aˆpi |j2,m2, n2〉 = −
i
2
√
dj1dj2e
−t(λj1+λj2 )σiAB
ˆ
dµH(g)D
(j1)
m1µ1(g)D
(j2)
m2µ2(g)
×
ˆ
dν(~p)
|~p|
2 sinh t|~p|D
(1/2)
BA (e
t~p·~σ)D(j1)µ1n1(e
t~p·~σ/2)D(j2)µ2n2(et~p·~σ/2),
(48)
where the integral over the group immediately gives (1/dj1)δj1j2δm1m2δµ1µ2 . In the integral
over ~p, we then use Eq. (B5) to couple the matrices D
(1/2)
BA (e
t~p·~σ) and D(j1)n2n1(et~p·~σ), reducing
the integral toˆ
dν(~p)
|~p|
sinh t|~p|D
(j)
µ2µ1(e
t~p·~σ) = δµ1µ2
1
dj
ˆ
dν(~p)
|~p|
sinh t|~p|χ
(j)(et~p·~σ)
= δµ1µ2
2
tdj
e−t/4
j∑
s=−j
(
1 + 2s2t
)
es
2t. (49)
At this point we are left with
〈j1,m1, n1|Aˆpi |j2,m2, n2〉 = −
i
2t
e−t(λj1+1/4)δj1j2δm1m2
∑
j
1
dj
j∑
s=−j
(
1+2s2t
)
es
2tσiABC
1
2 j1j
An1µ
C
1
2 j1j
Bn2µ
.
(50)
The contraction of Clebsch–Gordan coefficients can be evaluated by a graphical calculation
as
σiABC
1
2 j1j
An1µ
C
1
2 j1j
Bn2µ
=
√
3
2
dj√
dj1λj1
(−1)j−j1+1/2
{
j1 j1 1
1
2
1
2 j
}
(j1)σin2n1 . (51)
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Inserting this back into Eq. (50), we see that due to the triangular conditions of the 6j-
symbol, the sum over j reduces to two terms, j = j1 − 12 and j = j1 + 12 . The sum can
then be evaluated explicitly, using the expressions (A26) for the relevant 6j-symbols. In
the end we find
〈j1,m1, n1|Aˆpi |j2,m2, n2〉 =
i
2
δj1j2δm1m2Ft(j1)
(j1)σin2n1 , (52)
that is,
Aˆpi |j,m, n〉 = Ft(j)Lˆi|j,m, n〉, (53)
where Lˆi is the standard left-invariant vector field, whose action is given in Eq. (8), and
the multiplicative factor is given by
Ft(j) =
1
2tdjλj
[
j
(
d2j t+ 2
)− e−d2j t/4 j− 12∑
s=−j+ 1
2
(
1 + 2s2t
)
es
2t
]
. (54)
We may check that for large spins, the asymptotic behavior of the factor is Ft(j) = 1 +
O(1/j), independently of the value of t. Hence the operator (53) behaves approximately
like the canonical left-invariant vector field, when it is applied on a state |j,m, n〉 with
j  1.
The coherent state operator of the right-invariant vector field is obtained similarly, but
instead of ~p we use the variable ~p ′, corresponding to the decomposition h = et~p ′·~σ/2g. The
operator is given by
Aˆ(p′)i = i
ˆ
dµ(g, p′) (p′)i|g, ~p ′〉〈g, ~p ′|, (55)
and its action on spin network states is entirely similar to that of the left-invariant vector
field:
Aˆ(p′)i |j,m, n〉 = Ft(j)Rˆi|j,m, n〉, (56)
where Rˆi is the canonical operator from Eq. (9).
With the help of Eqs. (53) and (56), we can now confirm the statement made earlier,
that the variables ~p and ~p ′ give rise to operators acting respectively on the source and the
target of the corresponding link. Our convention for the indices of the holonomy is shown
in Eq. (A21); the indices m and n in D
(j)
mn(gl) are associated respectively with the target
and the source of the link l. If we now write explicitly the action of the coherent state left-
and right-invariant vector fields on the state |j,m, n〉,
Aˆpi |j,m, n〉 =
i
2
Ft(j)
(j)σin′n|j,m, n′〉, (57)
Aˆ(p′)i |j,m, n〉 = −
i
2
Ft(j)
(j)σim′m|j,m′, n〉, (58)
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we see that Aˆpi indeed acts on the index belonging to the source, and Aˆ(p′)i acts on the
index belonging to the target.
C. Algebra of holonomies and fluxes
Having derived the action of the coherent state holonomy and flux operators in the basis
{|j,m, n〉}, we may now study the algebra of these operators. By comparing the result with
the commutation relation of the corresponding canonical operators,
[Dˆ(j)mn, Lˆ
i] =
i
2
(j)σiµnDˆ
(j)
mµ, (59)
we will see explicitly that the quantization of holonomies and fluxes by the coherent states
prescription is not equivalent to their standard canonical quantization.
Since we have the action of the coherent state operators at the level of matrix
elements, we wish to compute 〈j1,m1, n1|[AˆD(j)mn , AˆLi ]|j2,m2, n2〉 and compare it with
〈j1,m1, n1| i2 (j)σim′nAˆD(j)
mm′
|j2,m2, n2〉. To evaluate the matrix element of the commuta-
tor, we begin by inserting a resolution of identity in the spin network basis. The resulting
expression can be written as
〈j1,m1, n1|[AˆD(j)mn , AˆLi ]|j2,m2, n2〉 =
i
2
Ht(j1, j2, j)
√
dj1
dj2
Cj1jj2m1mm2
(
(j2)σin2µC
j1jj2
n1nµ − Cj1jj2µnn2 (j1)σiµn1
)
+
i
2
Ht(j1, j2, j)
√
dj1
dj2
Cj1jj2m1mm2
((
Ft(j2)− 1
)
(j2)σin2µC
j1jj2
n1nµ −
(
Ft(j1)− 1
)
Cj1jj2µnn2
(j1)σiµn1
)
.
(60)
To deal with the terms on the first line, we express the Clebsch–Gordan coefficients in terms
of 3j-symbols, and use the relation (A7) to show that (j2)σin2µC
j1jj2
n1nµ − Cj1jj2µnn2 (j1)σiµn1 =
Cj1jj2n1µn2
(j)σiµn. Then, reintroducing the matrix elements of the operator AˆD(j)mn
, we find
〈j1,m1, n1|[AˆD(j)mn , AˆLi ]|j2,m2, n2〉 = 〈j1,m1, n1|
i
2
(j)σiµnAˆD(j)mµ
|j2,m2, n2〉
+
i
2
(
Ft(j2)− 1
)
(j2)σin2µ〈j1,m1, n1|AˆD(j)mn |j2,m2, µ〉
− i
2
(
Ft(j1)− 1
)
(j1)σiµn1〈j1,m1, µ|AˆD(j)mn |j2,m2, n2〉.
(61)
The first term on the right is what one would expect based on the commutation relation of
the canonical operators, but the presence of the additional terms means that the algebra
of the coherent state operators is indeed not canonical. However, since the factor Ft(j)
approaches 1 for large j, the operators Aˆ
D
(j)
mn
and AˆLi do approximately satisfy the canonical
commutation relation, when they are applied to a state |j′m′n′〉 with j′  j.
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D. Area operator
The area of a surface S can be expressed in terms of the flux variable Ei(S) associated
with the surface as
√
Ei(S)Ei(S), i.e. as the ”length” of the flux variable. Accordingly,
we define the coherent state operator of area associated to a link as
Aˆ|~p| =
ˆ
dµ(g, p) |~p||g, ~p〉〈g, ~p|, (62)
The computation of the matrix elements of this operator between two spin network states
is straightforward. Proceeding as we did with the operator Aˆpi in section IV B, we obtain
〈j1,m1, n1|Aˆ|~p||j2,m2, n2〉 = e−tλj1 δj1j2δm1m2
ˆ
dν(~p) |~p|D(j1)n2n1(et~p·~σ), (63)
where the integral over ~p simply gives a factor proportional to δn1n2 . Hence we conclude
that the operator (62) is diagonal on the states |j,m, n〉,
Aˆ|~p||j,m, n〉 = α(j)|j,m, n〉, (64)
and evaluation of the integral in Eq. (63) shows that the eigenvalue is given by
α(j) =
(
1
djt
+
dj
2
)
erf
(√
tdj
2
)
+
1√
pit
e−(λj+1/4)t, (65)
where the error function is defined as erf(x) = 2√
pi
´ x
0 dt e
−t2 .
The eigenvalues (65) are shown in Fig. 1 for various values of t. We see that
• For large j the eigenvalues of the coherent state operator converge to the canonical
eigenvalues. The asymptotic behaviour of the coherent state eigenvalue is α(j) =
j +O(1), independently of the value of t. The convergence is faster for larger values
of t, reflecting the fact that as the value of t is increased, the coherent states become
more sharply peaked on the momentum variable.
• For sufficiently small spins α(j) deviates significantly from the corresponding canon-
ical eigenvalue. The difference is the most significant for j = 0, as the lowest eigen-
value α(0) of the coherent state operator is always positive, which could have been
anticipated on grounds of the theorem of section III C – in fact α(0) > 12 for any
value of t. Hence even a link of spin zero carries a non-zero area according to the
operator (62).
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E. Angle operator
Consider two links belonging to a node of a spin network. An operator describing the
angle between the corresponding flux vectors can be defined as
Aˆθ(~p1,~p2) =
ˆ
dµ(g1, p1) dµ(g2, p2) cos
−1
(
~p1 · ~p2
|~p1||~p2|
)
|g1, ~p1; g2, ~p2〉〈g1, ~p1; g2, ~p2|. (66)
Here we have assumed that both links are going out of the node. According to the discussion
in section III, we should replace ~p with ~p ′ for every link coming in to the node.
Let us compute the action of this operator on a spin network state where the two links
have spins j1 and j2, and are coupled to a total spin k. The relevant (normalized) part of
the state has the form
|Ψ(j1j2;k)m1m2;α〉 =
∣∣∣∣∣
j1
k
j2〉
≡
√
dk(−1)j1−n1+j2−n2
(
j1 j2 k
−n1 −n2 α
)
|j1m1n1〉|j2m2n2〉.
(67)
As before, we find the action of the operator by computing its matrix elements between
two states of this form. Using once again Eq. (11) for the coherent states, and carrying
out the immediate group integrations, we are left with
〈Ψ(j1j2;k)m1m2;α|Aˆθ|Ψ
(j′1j
′
2;l)
n1n2;β
〉 = δj1j′1δj2j′2δm1n1δm2n2e−t(λj1+λj2 )
×
√
dkdl(−1)j1−µ1+j2−µ2(−1)j1−ν1+j2−ν2
(
j1 j2 k
−µ1 −µ2 α
)(
j1 j2 l
−ν1 −ν2 β
)
×
ˆ
dν(~p1) dν(~p2) cos
−1
(
~p1 · ~p2
|~p1||~p2|
)
D(j1)ν1µ1(e
t~p1·~σ)D(j2)ν2µ2(e
t~p2·~σ). (68)
Here the integral on the last line, denote it by Iν1ν2;µ1µ2(j1, j2), is of the type discussed in
Appendix A 4 – see Eq. (A35) – and can be written as
Iν1ν2;µ1µ2(j1, j2) =
∑
x
dx I(j1, j2, x)ι
(x)
ν1ν2;µ1µ2 , (69)
where
ι(x)ν1ν2;µ1µ2 = (−1)j1−ν1+j2−ν2
(
j1 j2 x
−ν1 −ν2 m
)
(−1)x−m
(
x j1 j2
−m µ1 µ2
)
(70)
and
I(j1, j2, x) = Iν1ν2;µ1µ2(j1, j2)ι
(x)
µ1µ2;ν1ν2 = Iν1ν2;µ1µ2(j1, j2)
(
j1 j2 x
ν1 ν2 m
)(
j1 j2 x
µ1 µ2 m
)
. (71)
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Inserting this back into Eq. (68), and using the orthogonality relation of the 3j-symbols,
we deduce that the state (67) is an eigenstate of the operator (66),
Aˆθ(~p1,~p2)
∣∣∣∣∣
j1
k
j2〉
= θ(j1, j2, k)
∣∣∣∣∣
j1
k
j2〉
, (72)
and the eigenvalue is given by
θ(j1, j2, k) = e
−t(λj1+λj2 )
ˆ
dν(p1) dν(p2) cos
−1
(
~p1 · ~p2
|~p1||~p2|
)
×
(
j1 j2 k
m1m2 µ
)
D(j1)m1n1(e
~p1·~σ)D(j2)m2n2(e
~p2·~σ)
(
j1 j2 k
n1 n2 µ
)
. (73)
By numerically evaluating the integral (73), the coherent state angle operator may be
compared with the canonical angle operator, whose eigenvalue θcan(j1, j2, k) on the state
(67) is
cos θcan(j1, j2, k) =
k(k + 1)− j1(j1 + 1)− j2(j2 + 1)
2
√
j1(j1 + 1)
√
j2(j2 + 1)
. (74)
In Figures 2 and 3, we show the results of a numerical calculation of the eigenvalues of the
coherent state operator in two different cases.
In Fig. 2 we have the “equilateral” case, in which the spins j1, j2 and k are all equal
to a common value j. For each value of j, we compute the eigenvalue of the coherent
state angle operator for various values of the parameter t. We find that the eigenvalues
seem to converge to certain values as the value of t increases, and that the limiting value is
reached the more rapidly, the larger the value of j is. (The fluctuations in the eigenvalues
for given j and varying t, which are seen in the plot for large spins, can be attributed to
numerical error, instead of being a genuine feature of the data.) The canonical eigenvalue
for the equilateral case is independent of j, and is equal to θcan(j, j, j) = 2pi/3; we see that
with increasing j, the eigenvalues of the coherent state operator approach the canonical
eigenvalue.
In Fig. 3 we show the “degenerate” case, in which j1 = j2 ≡ j and k = 2j. The value
of t has been fixed to t = 3. The canonical eigenvalue is now given by θcan(j, j, 2j) =
cos−1(j/(j + 1)). The general behaviour of the eigenvalues of the coherent state operator
as a function of j is similar to that of the canonical eigenvalues, even though the coherent
state eigenvalues now approach the canonical eigenvalues with increasing j much more
slowly than in the equilateral case. However, the relative difference between the two sets
of eigenvalues remains roughly constant as j increases, as shown in Fig. 4. Therefore it
seems that the eigenvalues of the coherent state operator approach zero in the limit of large
spins, thus agreeing with the canonical eigenvalue in this limit.
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FIG. 1: Eigenvalues of the coherent state area operator for some values of t. For comparison, the
solid line shows the eigenvalues of the canonical area operator Acan(j) =
√
j(j + 1). For large spins,
the eigenvalues of the coherent state operator converge to the canonical eigenvalues.
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FIG. 2: Numerical evaluation of eigenvalues of the coherent state angle operator in the ”equilateral”
case (j1 = j2 = k ≡ j) for various values of the parameter t. The corresponding eigenvalue of
the canonical angle operator is equal to 2pi/3 independently of the value of j. As j increases,
the eigenvalues of the coherent state operator approach the canonical eigenvalue. The apparent
fluctuations in the eigenvalues for large spins are due to numerical inaccuracy.
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FIG. 3: Numerical evaluation of eigenvalues of the coherent state angle operator in the ”degenerate”
case (j1 = j2 ≡ j and k = 2j) for t = 3, and comparison with the corresponding canonical
eigenvalues. The coherent state eigenvalues approach the canonical eigenvalues with increasing j
much more slowly than in the equilateral case. Even so, the relative difference between the two sets
of eigenvalues is approximately constant as j increases (see Fig. 4), suggesting that both eigenvalues
approach zero in the limit of large j.
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FIG. 4: The relative difference between the eigenvalues of the canonical and coherent state angle
operators in the degenerate case. As j increases, δ remains roughly constant (being approximately
equal to 25 %).
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F. Volume operator
The volume operator is associated to a node of the graph, and can be constructed as
AˆVn(~p1,...,~pN ) =
ˆ
dµ(g1, p1) · · · dµ(gN , pN )Vn(~p1, . . . , ~pN ) |g1, p1; . . . ; gN , pN 〉〈g1, p1; . . . ; gN , pN |,
(75)
where Vn(~p1, . . . , ~pN ) is a volume defined by the vectors ~p1, . . . , ~pN associated with the N
links belonging to the node.3 The remark about choosing the ~p-variables compatibly with
the orientation of the graph naturally applies also here. We should assume that each ~pl in
Eq. (75) denotes either ~pl or ~p
′
l , depending on the orientation of the corresponding link.
The computation of the action of the operator (75) on spin network states is analogous
to the corresponding calculation for the angle operator (66). For this reason we refrain
from showing the details of the calculation. For a three-valent node, one finds
AˆV3
∣∣∣∣∣
j1 j2
j3
〉
= v(j1, j2, j3)
∣∣∣∣∣
j1 j2
j3
〉
, (76)
where the eigenvalue is
v(j1, j2, j3) = e
−t(λj1+λj2+λj3 )
ˆ
dν(p1) dν(p2) dν(p3)V3(~p1, ~p2, ~p3)
×
(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3
)
D(j1)m1n1(e
~p1·~σ)D(j2)m2n2(e
~p2·~σ)D(j3)m3n3(e
~p3·~σ)
(
j1 j2 j3
n1 n2 n3
)
. (77)
Recalling the theorem of section III C, one should not expect the eigenvalue to be zero,
unless the volume function V3(~p1, ~p2, ~p3) is identically zero.
For a four-valent node, the matrix elements of the operator are given by
〈 j1 j2
k
j3 j4
∣∣∣∣∣AˆV4
∣∣∣∣∣
j1 j2
l
j3 j4
〉
= e−t(λj1+λj2+λj3+λj4 )
ˆ
dν(p1) · · · dν(p4)V (~p1, ~p2, ~p3, ~p4)
× ι(k)m1m2m3m4D(j1)m1n1(e~p1·σ)D(j2)m2n2(e~p2·σ)D(j3)m3n3(e~p3·σ)D(j4)m4n4(e~p4·σ)ι(l)n1n2n3n4 .
(78)
3 In the literature there exist several different proposals for the regularization of the classical volume,
leading to different functions Vn on the graph phase space. For this reason, we do not choose any
specific such regularization, but keep Vn unspecified and study the general properties of the corresponding
coherent state operator. A more detailed analysis can be performed once a form for Vn has been chosen:
though an exact analysis (as in the case of the other operators introduced so far) is unlikely, we expect
that saddle-point and numerical techniques can be used to estimate the spectrum and eigenstates of such
operator.
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The pattern displayed by Eqs. (77) and (78) generalizes to nodes of higher valence in an
evident way.
The question of choosing the volume function Vn(~p1, . . . , ~pN ) is not entirely clear, for two
reasons. First, because there already exist three different proposals for the volume operator
in LQG [29–31], differing in their diffeomorphism invariance properties and compatibility
with a polyhedral description of spin networks. Any of these choices would in principle
correspond to a different choice of the function Vb.
Second, as it stands, the integration over the vectors ~p1, . . . , ~pN in Eq. (75) is over all
configurations of the vectors, rather than over closed configurations only. Consequently,
the possible choices for Vn are restricted to functions which either seem artificial, or are
incompatible with the standard interpretation of the geometric content of a spin network
node. Ideally, one would have a way of implementing the gauge invariance condition
~p1 + · · ·+ ~pN = 0 in the coherent state operator, allowing one to restrict the integration to
closed configurations of the vectors. Then a preferred choice of Vn would be the volume of
the polyhedron spanned by the vectors ~p1, . . . , ~pN summing up to zero. On the other hand,
if one is willing to give up the picture of an N -valent node as an N -faced polyhedron,
then one might wish to examine the consequences of choosing Vn as the volume of the
(N + 1)-faced polyhedron spanned by ~p1, . . . , ~pN with no condition of closure, implying in
particular that three-valent nodes are carrying a non-zero volume.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we presented a new proposal for constructing operators in LQG by using
coherent states. The procedure allows one to uniquely associate an operator to a function
on the classical phase space, and consists of inserting the classical function in the resolu-
tion of identity written in terms of coherent states. The resulting operators have a correct
semiclassical limit by construction. As a first step, we introduced the coherent state op-
erators corresponding to the basic canonical variables of LQG, i.e. the holonomy and the
flux, and computed the (non-canonical) algebra of these operators. We also studied the
elementary geometrical operators: area, angle and volume. Our computations show that
these operators coincide with the canonical operators in the limit of large spins.
A positive feature of the operators we presented is that the operator corresponding to
any classical function is immediately defined in an explicit way. This is in contrast with the
situation of e.g. the canonical volume operator in LQG, where only the square of the volume
operator is given by an explicit expression in terms of the fundamental operators, and to
extract the volume operator itself one has to diagonalize a matrix whose dimension depends
on the valence and spins of the node. It seems that nothing comes for free, though, since in
our case the technical difficulties reappear in the form of integrals of functions depending on
a large number of variables. However, if one is dealing with integrals instead of matrices,
there is more hope of making progress through various analytical approximations, since
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several approximate techniques for computing integrals (such as the saddle point method)
are available, and not as much is known about approximations related to diagonalizing
large matrices. It is also conceivable that a different choice of coherent states as a starting
point of our construction could lead to integrals which are easier to handle.
Our coherent state operators are by construction not cylindrically consistent, as they
are based on functions on the phase space of a fixed graph. Nevertheless, we expect that
once coherent states for the full theory (not restricted to a fixed graph) will be defined, it
should be possible to employ such coherent states to define operators which would then be
automatically cylindrically consistent.
For now, we consider the purpose of this work as a demonstration that operators alterna-
tive to the ones obtained through conventional canonical quantization can be constructed
in the context of LQG. Whether they are better thought of as fundamental operators
(alternative to the canonical ones), or as a technical tool providing a semiclassical approx-
imation to the fundamental canonical operators, is not a question for the present work. As
to the applications of our work, we hope that the procedure presented (of which we only
gave examples for comparison with the canonical theory) can be used to define operators
corresponding to classical functions for which a straightforward canonical quantization is
problematic. In particular, we have in mind those classical functions which are not simple
polynomials of the fundamental variables, such as the Hamiltonian constraint.
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Appendix A: SU(2) recoupling theory
In this appendix we outline the elements of SU(2) recoupling theory that we used to
make the calculations in the main part of the paper. A more complete presentation of
this material can be found e.g. in [32] and [33]. The formalism was first applied to LQG
computations in [34] using a calculus based on Temperley-Lieb algebras, and later refined
in [35–37].
1. Intertwiners
The fundamental invariant tensor of SU(2) is the epsilon tensor. In the spin-j repre-
sentation, it is given by
(j)mn = (−1)j−mδm,−n. (A1)
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It satisfies the symmetry relation 
(j)
nm = (−1)2j(j)mn. The tensor (j)mn is defined to be
numerically equal to 
(j)
mn; then the contraction of two epsilons gives
(j)mµ
(j)nµ = δnm. (A2)
Indices of SU(2) tensors can be raised and lowered using the epsilon tensor as
vm = mnvn, vm = v
nnm. (A3)
The intertwiner between three representations j1, j2 and j3 is given by the Wigner 3j-
symbol:
ιm1m2m3 =
(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3
)
. (A4)
It is related to the Clebsch–Gordan coefficient by(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3
)
=
(−1)j1−j2−m3√
dj3
Cj1j2j3m1m2−m3 . (A5)
As an invariant tensor of SU(2), the 3j-symbol satisfies
D(j1)m1n1(g)D
(j2)
m2n2(g)D
(j3)
m3n3(g)
(
j1 j2 j3
n1 n2 n3
)
=
(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3
)
(A6)
for any g ∈ SU(2). By specializing to an infinitesimal transformation, one also has the
relation
(j1)σim1n1
(
j1 j2 j3
n1 m2 m3
)
+ (j2)σim2n2
(
j1 j2 j3
m1 n2 m3
)
+ (j3)σim3n3
(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 n3
)
= 0. (A7)
Intertwiners of higher valence can be constructed by contracting several three-valent inter-
twiners. For example, a basis in the space of intertwiners between representations j1, j2,
j3 and j4 is given by the objects
ι(k)m1m2;m3m4 = ιm1m2n
(k)nn′ιn′m3m4 =
(
j1 j2 k
m1 m2 µ
)
(−1)k−µ
(
k j3 j4
−µ m3 m4
)
. (A8)
Note that ι
(k)
m1m2;m3m4 is not normalized; its norm is equal to 1/
√
dk.
2. Graphical notation
Calculations with intertwiners are conveniently made using a graphical notation, which
we will now describe. The basic invariant tensors are represented graphically as follows:
δmn = m n
j
(A9)
(j)mn = m n
j
(A10)
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Contraction of magnetic indices is carried out simply by connecting the corresponding lines
in the diagram. For example, the symmetry relation 
(j)
nm = (−1)2j(j)mn and the contraction

(j)
mµ(j)nµ = δnm become
j
= (−1)2j j (A11)
= (A12)
The 3j-symbol is represented by three lines connected at a node:
(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3
)
=
j1
j2 j3+
(A13)
The order of spins in the symbol is encoded in a + or − at the node, corresponding
respectively to counterclockwise and clockwise order. The 3j-symbol satisfies the symmetry
relations
j1
j2 j3–
= (−1)j1+j2+j3
j1
j2 j3+
(A14)
j1
j2 j3+
=
j1
j2 j3+
(A15)
and the orthogonality relation
j1
j
j2
+ – j' = δjj′
1
dj
j
(A16)
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from which one also deduces the normalization
j1
j2
j3
+ –= 1. (A17)
When one of the spins is zero, the 3j-symbol reduces to the epsilon tensor:
j
j 0+
m
n
=
1√
dj
j
m
n
(A18)
From Eq. (A5), one deduces that the graphical representation of the Clebsch–Gordan
coefficient is
Cj1j2jm1m2m = (−1)j1−j2−j3
√
dj
j1
j2
j
+ (A19)
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The SU(2) generator4 (j)σimn is proportional to a Clebsch–Gordan coefficient; the precise
relation is
(j)σimn = 2
√
j(j + 1)Cj1jm1n = 2
√
j(j + 1)(2j + 1)
j
j
1
+
m
n
i (A20)
For completeness, we also give the graphical representation of the representation matrix of
a SU(2) element g:
D(j)mn(g) = n m
j
g (A21)
3. The 6j-symbol
A contraction of four 3j-symbols defines the 6j-symbol:
{
j1 j2 j3
k1 k2 k3
}
=
j2
j1
j3
k3
k1
k2
+ +
+
+
(A22)
It appears for instance in the following relation, which is a special case of Eq. (A30) below,
and which gives the change of basis between two different intertwiner bases of the form
4 For the j = 1 representation, one may consider the index i to take values in the Cartesian basis (when
i = x, y, z), or in the spherical basis (when i = +, 0,−). The relation between the two bases is given by
v+ =
1√
2
(−vx + ivy), v− = 1√
2
(vx + ivy), v0 = vz;
vx =
1√
2
(−v+ + v−), vy = − i√
2
(v+ + v−), vz = v0.
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(A8):
+ +
k
j4
j2
j1
j3
=
∑
x
dx(−1)j1+j4−k−x
{
j1 j2 x
j4 j3 k
}
+ +
x
j1
j2
j4
j3
(A23)
By performing the same change of basis in two steps, through an intermediate basis where
j1 is coupled to j3, one deduces the relation∑
x
dx(−1)x+k+l
{
j1 j4 x
j3 j2 k
}{
j1 j4 x
j2 j3 l
}
=
{
j1 j2 k
j4 j3 l
}
. (A24)
In calculations with the coherent state holonomy and flux operators, one also needs the
following explicit expressions of 6j-symbols:{
j1 j2 j3
j2 j1 0
}
=
(−1)j1+j2+j3√
dj1dj2
, (A25)
{
j j 1
1
2
1
2 j − 12
}
=
(−1)2j+1√
6dj
√
j + 1
j
,
{
j j 1
1
2
1
2 j +
1
2
}
=
(−1)2j+1√
6dj
√
j
j + 1
. (A26)
4. Expanding invariant tensors in an intertwiner basis
An invariant tensor tm1···mN , having indices in representations j1, . . . , jN , is an element
of the space of intertwiners between the representations j1, . . . , jN . As such, it can be
expanded using a basis of the intertwiner space. Expressing an invariant tensor with N
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indices as a block to which N lines are attached, one has the relations
j
= δj,0
0
(A27)
j1
j2
= δj1j2
1
dj1
j1 j1 (A28)
j1
j2
j3
=
j1
j2
j3
+
j1
j3
j2
– (A29)
j1
j2
j3
j4
=
∑
x
dx
j1
j2
j3
+
j4 +
x
–
–
x
j1
j2
j3
j4
(A30)
as well as the straightforward generalization of the last relation for tensors of higher order.
The meaning of the first relation is that a tensor with a single free index will be invariant
only if the index is in the trivial representation.
The method of expanding invariant tensors in intertwiners is very useful in evaluating
certain kind of integrals over SL(2,C), which we repeatedly encounter when evaluating
matrix elements of coherent state operators between spin network states. Such integrals
split into a part over SU(2), and the remaining part. Typically, the SU(2) part can be
carried out using standard relations for integrals of Wigner matrices on SU(2), while the
remaining part can be reduced to the form
Amn =
ˆ
d3p f(~p)D(j)mn(e
α~p·~σ), (A31)
or, more generally,
Am1...mN ;n1...nN =
ˆ
d3p1 · · · d3pN f(~p1, . . . , ~pN )D(j1)m1n1(eα~p1·~σ) · · ·D(jN )mNnN (eα~pN ·~σ) (A32)
for some function f and constant α.
The key observation for evaluating integrals such as (A32) is that if the function f is
invariant under a common rotation of all its arguments, then the object Am1...mN ;n1...nN is
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an invariant tensor of SU(2), and as such it can be expanded in a basis of intertwiners. To
prove invariance of Am1...mN ;n1...nN , we first note that
D
(j)
mm′(g)D
(j)
m′n′(e
α~p·~σ)D(j)n′n(g
†) = D(j)mn(e
α~pR·~σ), (A33)
where we have denoted the rotated vector as (pR)i = R(g)ijp
j , with R(g) the R3 rotation
matrix defined by the SU(2) element g. We then find
D
(j1)
m1m′1
(g) · · ·D(jN )
mNm
′
N
(g)Am′1...m′N ;n
′
1...n
′
N
D
(j1)
n′1n1
(g†) · · ·D(jN )
n′NnN
(g†)
=
ˆ
d3p1 · · · d3pN f(~p1, . . . , ~pN )D(j1)m1n1(eα~p
R
1 ·~σ) · · ·D(jN )mNnN (eα~p
R
N ·~σ)
=
ˆ
d3pR1 · · · d3pRN f(~pR1 , . . . , ~pRN )D(j1)m1n1(eα~p
R
1 ·~σ) · · ·D(jN )mNnN (eα~p
R
N ·~σ)
= Am1...mN ;n1...nN , (A34)
where we used rotational invariance of the function f and the measure d3p. From this we
conclude that Am1...mN ;n1...nN can be expanded in a basis of intertwiners as
Am1...mN ;n1...nN =
∑
ι
c(ι)ιm1...mN ;n1...nN . (A35)
The coefficients in the expansion can be found by contracting each side of the equation
with ι; if the intertwiner basis is orthogonal, one finds c(ι) = (A · ι)/|ι|2.
For the integral (A31), SU(2) invariance is realized if f(~p) depends only on the length
of ~p. In this case, the integral must be proportional to δmn, which is the only invariant
tensor with the correct index structure. Thus,
Amn =
ˆ
d3p f(|~p|)D(j)mn(eα~p·~σ) = c(j)δmn, (A36)
and by taking traces, the coefficient is found to be
c(j) =
1
dj
ˆ
d3p f(|~p|)χ(j)(eα~p·~σ) = 1
dj
ˆ
d3p f(|~p|)sinh(djα|~p|)
sinh(α|~p|) . (A37)
Appendix B: Clebsch-Gordan series for e~p·~σ/2
In our calculations we also encounter products of Wigner matrices of the form
D
(j)
mn(e~p·~σ/2). We wish to show that the standard Clebsch-Gordan series of SU(2) can
be extended to such products. We start by noting that, for a given element e~p·~σ/2, there
always exists a rotation R ∈ SU(2) such that
R†e~p·~σ/2R = e|~p|σ
3/2. (B1)
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(The physical interpretation of this statement is that a boost in an arbitrary direction can
always be written as a boost along z with respect to a rotated frame.) Using this, we can
write
D(j1)m1n1(e
~p·~σ/2)D(j2)m2n2(e
~p·~σ/2) = D(j1)m1n1(RR
†e~p·~σ/2RR†)D(j2)m2n2(RR
†e~p·~σ/2RR†)
=
∑
m′1n
′
1m
′
2n
′
2
D
(j1)
m1m′1
(R)D
(j2)
m2m′2
(R)D
(j1)
n′1n1
(R†)D(j2)
n′2n2
(R†)D(j1)
m′1n
′
1
(e|~p|σ
3/2)D
(j2)
m′2n
′
2
(e|~p|σ
3/2).
(B2)
At this point, we use the standard Clebsch-Gordan series
D(j1)m1n1(g)D
(j2)
m2n2(g) =
∑
jmn
Cj1j2jm1m2mC
j1j2j
n1n2nD
(j)
mn(g) (B3)
for a g ∈ SU(2) to combine the two Wigner matrices in R and the two in R†. Inserting
also D
(j)
mn(e|~p|σ
3/2) = δmne
m|~p|, we get
D(j1)m1n1(e
~p·~σ/2)D(j2)m2n2(e
~p·~σ/2) =
∑
jj′mn
m′n′m′1m
′
2
Cj1j2jm1m2mC
j1j2j
m′1m
′
2n
Cj1j2j
′
m′1m
′
2m
′C
j1j2j′
n1n2n′D
(j)
mn(R)D
(j′)
m′n′(R
†)e(m
′
1+m
′
2)|~p|
(B4)
Now, Cj1j2j
m′1m
′
2n
is nonzero only if m′1 + m′2 = n, so we can replace (m′1 + m′2) with n in
the exponential. The sum over m′1 and m′2 can then be carried out using an orthogonality
relation of the Clebsch–Gordan coefficients. In the end we obtain
D(j1)m1n1(e
~p·~σ/2)D(j2)m2n2(e
~p·~σ/2) =
∑
jmn
Cj1j2jm1m2mC
j1j2j
n1n2nD
(j)
mn(e
~p·~σ/2), (B5)
which is what we were looking to prove.
Appendix C: Operators constructed from gauge-invariant coherent states
We wish to compare the operators
Aˆf =
ˆ
dµ(g1, ~p1) · · · dµ(gL, ~pL) f
({gl}, {~pl}) |{gl}, {~pl}〉〈{gl}, {~pl}| (C1)
and
Aˆinvf =
ˆ
dµ(g1, ~p1) · · · dµ(gL, ~pL) f
({gl}, {~pl}) |ΨtΓ,{gl},{~pl}〉〈ΨtΓ,{gl},{~pl}|, (C2)
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which are constructed on a given graph Γ, and where |{gl}, {~pl}〉 denotes the non-gauge
invariant tensor product of single-link coherent states, while |ΨtΓ,{gl},{~pl}〉 is the gauge-
invariant coherent state whose wave function is given in Eq. (28).
We will show that Aˆf and Aˆ
inv
f have the same action on spin network states based on
the graph. To this end, we evaluate the matrix elements of both operators between two
states of the form
|Γ, {jl}, {ιn}〉 =
(∏
n
ιn
)n1···nL
m1···mL
(∏
l
|jl,ml, nl〉
)
. (C3)
We have
〈Γ, {jl}, {ιn}|Aˆf |Γ, {j′l}, {ι′n}〉
=
ˆ
dµ(g1, ~p1) · · · dµ(gL, ~pL) f
({gl}, {~pl}) 〈Γ, {jl}, {ιn}|{gl}, {~pl}〉〈{gl}, {~pl}|Γ, {j′l}, {ι′n}〉,
(C4)
and
〈Γ, {jl}, {ιn}|Aˆinvf |Γ, {j′l}, {ι′n}〉
=
ˆ
dµ(g1, ~p1) · · · dµ(gL, ~pL) f
({gl}, {~pl}) 〈Γ, {jl}, {ιn}|ΨtΓ,{gl},{~pl}〉〈ΨtΓ,{gl},{~pl}|Γ, {j′l}, {ι′n}〉.
(C5)
From Eq. (28), we know that
〈Γ, {jl}, {ιn}|ΨtΓ,{jl},{ιn}〉 = e−t(λj1+···+λjL )/2ΦΓ,{jl},{ιn}({glet~pl·~σ/2}). (C6)
On the other hand, in the group representation we can compute
〈Γ, {jl}, {ιn}|{gl}, {~pl}〉
=
ˆ
dg˜1 · · · dg˜L
(∏
n
ιn
)n1···nL
m1···mL
(∏
l
√
djlD
(jl)
mlnl
(g˜l)
)(∏
l
djle
−tλjl/2χ(jl)(glet~pl·~σ/2g˜−1l )
)
=
(∏
n
ιn
)n1···nL
m1···mL
(∏
l
√
djle
−tλjl/2D(jl)mlnl(gle
t~pl·~σ/2)
)
= e−t(λj1+···+λjL )/2ΦΓ,{jl},{ιn}({glet~pl·~σ/2}). (C7)
This shows that the right-hand sides of Eqs. (C4) and (C5) are equal.
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